Public Comment regarding the proposed Quail Brush Generation Project

I would like to make the following written comment. I understand that my comments will be docketed and may be posted on the Energy Commission's website and be available to the public.

A lot of facts & figures & mathematical equations were presented, but it appears that they intend to use it is OK - it is not OK - they are advised of problems, then they come back with solutions, then more problems are identified & they come back with more solutions - it's like shaving bits of wood off the end of a beam until it fits.

It seems the state will bend & bend for Copanthix - all of course, within acceptable regulatory guidelines.

The bottom line here is the location is unacceptable. Copanthix is not interested in the people who will be affected by the pollution. They care only about the financial bottom line. Conoicene is out the window - money is all that matters.

Shame on Copanthix & Shame on the CEC if they override the wishes of the people.